Game - Shot by Shot

End 1  KOR - Korea  0 + 2 (this end) = 2

Prepositioned Stones

1  KOR: KIM JY
   Draw  0%

2  HUN: PALANCSA D
   Draw  75%

3  KOR: MOON SW
   Draw  0%

4  HUN: KISS Z
   Draw  0%

5  KOR: MOON SW
   Double Take-out  50%

6  HUN: KISS Z
   Raise  75%

7  KOR: MOON SW
   Draw  75%

8  HUN: KISS Z
   Draw  50%

9  KOR: KIM JY
   Draw  100%

10 HUN: PALANCSA D
    Draw  0%

Legend:
♀ Clockwise  ♂ Counter-clockwise  - Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 2  KOR - Korea  2 + 1 (this end) = 3  HUN - Hungary  0 + 0 (this end) = 0

Prepositioned Stones

KOR: KIM JY  Draw  0%
HUN: PALANCSA D  Draw  75%
KOR: MOON SW  Draw  100%
HUN: KISS Z  Draw  100%

KOR: MOON SW  Raise  100%
HUN: KISS Z  Raise  0%
KOR: MOON SW  Hit and Roll  100%
HUN: KISS Z  Double Take-out  100%
KOR: KIM JY  Draw  25%
HUN: PALANCSA D  Raise  0%

Legend:

- Clockwise  - Counter-clockwise  - Not considered

KOR  HUN
Total Score  3  0
Time left

Game - Shot by Shot

End 3  ⚪️ KOR - Korea  3 + 0 (this end) = 3  ⚫️ HUN - Hungary  0 + 1 (this end) = 1

1. Prepositioned Stones
2. KOR: KIM JY  Draw  75%
3. HUN: PALANCSA D  Draw  75%
4. KOR: MOON SW  Draw  0%
5. HUN: KISS Z  Draw  0%
6. KOR: MOON SW  Draw  75%
7. HUN: KISS Z  Draw  75%
8. HUN: KISS Z  Hit and Roll  75%
9. KOR: KIM JY  Guard  0%
10. HUN: PALANCSA D  Raise  0%

Legend:
⚫️ Clockwise
🚫 Counter-clockwise
- Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 4  ● KOR - Korea  3 + 0 (this end) = 3  ● HUN - Hungary  1 + 1 (this end) = 2

Prepositioned Stones

HUN: PALANCSA D  
Draw  ○ 100%

KOR: KIM JY  
Draw  ○ 100%

HUN: KISS Z  
Draw  ○ 75%

KOR: MOON SW  
Raise  ○ 100%

HUN: KISS Z  
Raise  ○ 100%

KOR: MOON SW  
Draw  ○ 50%

HUN: KISS Z  
Wick / Soft Peeling  ○ 100%

KOR: MOON SW  
Double Take-out  ○ 75%

HUN: PALANCSA D  
Wick / Soft Peeling  ○ 75%

KOR: KIM JY  
Promotion Take-out  ○ 0%

Legend:
● Clockwise  ○ Counter-clockwise  - Not considered
Game - Shot by Shot

End 5  🌐 KOR - Korea  3 + 0 (this end) = 3  🌐 HUN - Hungary  2 + 1 (this end) = 3

Legend:

◦ Clockwise  ⌚ Counter-clockwise  - Not considered

Prepositioned Stones

Draw 75%

HUN: PALANCSA D  Draw 75%

Draw 50%

KOR: KIM JY  Draw 50%

Draw 0%

HUN: KISS Z  Draw 0%

Clearing 50%

KOR: MOON SW  Clearing 50%

Raise 100%

HUN: PALANCSA D  Raise 100%

Promotion Take-out 25%

KOR: KIM JY  Promotion Take-out 25%

HUNKOR

Total Score 3 3

Time left
Game - Shot by Shot

End 6  •  KOR - Korea  3 + 0 (this end) = 3  •  HUN - Hungary  3 + 1 (this end) = 4


Legend:
- Clockwise  •  Counter-clockwise  -  Not considered
Start Time  9:00
TUE 18 MAY 2021
Round Robin Session A2 - Sheet D

Game - Shot by Shot

End 7  
KOR - Korea  3 + 1 (this end) = 4
HUN - Hungary  4 + 0 (this end) = 4

Legend:
 Clockwise  Counter-clockwise  -  Not considered
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### Game - Shot by Shot

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End</th>
<th>Team</th>
<th>Score (this end)</th>
<th>Total Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>KOR - Korea</td>
<td>4 + 0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>HUN - Hungary</td>
<td>4 + 1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### End 8
- **KOR - Korea**: 4 + 0 (this end)
- **HUN - Hungary**: 4 + 1 (this end)

### Legend:
- Clockwise
- Counter-clockwise
- Not considered